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Abstract
Utilizing individualized exercise training programs that are inclusive of appropriate resistance training protocols can attenuate
the deleterious effects of sarcopenia and enhance quality of life, functional capacity and also diminish its negative effect on
independence. Nurses should be educated in how the utilization of proper resistance training (RT) in individuals can be used
to ameliorate the effect of sarcopenia, especially considering its relationship to Quality of Life (QoL), functional capacity and
independence. In part, this educational process should include how to refer patients to an appropriate healthcare provider trained
in assessing sarcopenia and the use of resistance training. However, it is especially important that the provider be an expert on RT
that enhances lean muscle, muscular strength, muscular endurance, power, balance and stamina. Therefore, it is vital that nurses
have an opportunity to define and recognize how resistance training can be prescribed, ultimately for primary prevention but
also as an effective treatment module in enhancing the health outcomes related to QoL, functional capacity and independence.
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Introduction

Sarcopenia or the involuntary loss of lean muscle mass occurs commonly with aging, beginning as early as age 40 and
becoming much more pronounced after age 60.[1] Research
suggests that muscle mass can be lost at a rate of 1%-2% per
year after the age of 50 years. However, evidence also suggests that strength as a part of muscular fitness declines at a
rate greater than the loss of muscle mass.[2] It is postulated
that strength declines at a rate of 12%-15% per decade after
the 5th decade of life.[3]
Because of the loss of muscle mass and decreases in muscular fitness (i.e. strength, power) which both contribute to
quality of life (QoL), functional capacity, and level of independence and reducing the risk of falls in the elderly, it is

essential that nurses understand the underlying physiological factors and that resistance training is a possible treatment
option for this condition. The purpose of this paper is to describe sarcopenia, as it relates to a patient’s health/wellness,
reduction of disease risk factors and elucidate an appropriate
treatment strategy for the dilemma.
While sarcopenia is not typically considered a disease or
pathology it does contribute profoundly to a decline in functional capacity and an increased risk of experiencing a fall
in older adulthood.[4] This is especially noteworthy considering that falls are the leading cause of injury death in
adults over 65 years of age.[5] Furthermore, research has
shown that a decline in functional capacity, associated with
sarcopenia, has been shown to negatively affect QoL, perform activities of daily living (ADLs) and maintaining inde-
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pendence in very old age (≥ 80 years of age).[6–8]
Some additional detrimental aspects associated with sarcopenia are decreased energy expenditure during rest (i.e.
decreased basal metabolic rate) and exercise, leading to the
increased potential of body fat and incidence of obesity,
increased dyslipidemia, and a decrease in insulin sensitivity.[3] These precarious effects are also known as risk factors that have shown an increase in the incidence of chronic
diseases frequently present in today’s sedentary adult population. These diseases consist of, but are not limited to
coronary artery disease, arthritis, hypertension, and obesity.
Research also shows that type 2 diabetes is independently
associated with sarcopenia. Evidence also indicates that sarcopenia may contribute to physical disability and increased
metabolic disorders in those with diabetes.[9]
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Each type of prevention is crucial to the provisions of contemporary healthcare.[11]

Exercise, including resistance training (i.e. strength and
power training) for various intervals of time has been used
as an intervention strategy in primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention for many issues including chronic diseases
and musculoskeletal health concerns in diverse populations
including older adults.[10] Further research in the area of
exercise programming needs to be completed in order to
identify effective, evidence-based methods that will likely
be needed and used to treat the large and growing number
of individuals who have been identified as having sarcopenia
or who are at risk for sarcopenia and its related disabilities.
The level of prevention as well as the health condition or
pathology that is being taken care of should determine the
resistance training outcome goals (e.g. training for muscular
It has been suggested that in adults younger than age 70, apendurance, strength, or power). For instance, muscular enproximately 10%-25% are sarcopenic and in the age group
durance training may be indicated as a secondary prevention
of individuals over the age of 80 years (i.e. the very old)
intervention in a disease process that causes fatigue with acgreater than 40% of the population can be classified as sartivity and an interruption in performing ADLs.
[2]
copenic. As early as 2020, it is estimated that individuals
over 65 years of age will account for at least 20% of the en- Briefly, in the very old adult (≥ 80 years of age) population
tire United States population.[4] Given the potentially grave a progressive resistance training (PRT) model is not always
consequences of sarcopenia, as it relates to loss of functional utilized. This type of model (i.e. PRT) typically emphasizes
ability in activities of daily living, lowered quality of life, a progressive overload strategy, which gradually increases
health implications, independence and risk for experienc- the amount of resistance an individual performs an exercise
ing falls, it is now becoming increasingly vital to determine with, while decreasing the number of repetitions performed
germane and pragmatic interventions that can minimize or and has as its overall health outcome the improvement of
reverse the effects of sarcopenia.[6, 8]
muscular fitness.[12]
Nurses commonly recognize three types of prevention: primary, secondary, and tertiary.[10] The American Physical
Therapy Association (APTA) defines primary prevention as
“prevention of a disease in a susceptible population or potentially susceptible population through specific measures
such as general health promotion efforts”.[10] Other healthcare professionals define primary prevention similarly; for
instance, the American Occupational Therapy Association
defines primary prevention as “education or health promotion strategies designed to help people avoid the onset of unhealthy conditions, diseases, or injuries”.[10] Perhaps most
simply stated, primary prevention can be described as an
effort to stop a potentially debilitating health issue before
it starts. The APTA has defined secondary prevention as
“efforts to decrease duration of illness, severity of disease,
and sequelae through early diagnosis and prompt intervention”.[10] This aspect of prevention relies heavily on the ability of a healthcare practitioner to screen for and diagnose
health concerns before they become clinically apparent, as
well as the ability to utilize efficacious intervention strategies in a timely manner. The third type of prevention, tertiary prevention, is defined by the APTA in terms of the “efforts to decrease the degree of disability and promote rehabilitation and restoration of function in patients with chronic
and irreversible diseases”.[10] An example of tertiary intervention is blood glucose control for patients with diabetes.
40

2

Defining sarcopenia

There are multiple methods described in the literature on
how to define and classify sarcopenia. Three of those methods are:
• Appendicular lean mass divided by height squared,
• Residuals method,
• Skeletal mass index (SMI).[13, 14]
In the past Sarcopenia has been defined by using dual energy x-ray absorptiometry. Initially, x-ray absorptiometry
determined appendicular lean mass which was divided by
height square to classify an individual as sarcopenic.[13, 15]
However, Delmonico and colleagues[12] described a method
referred to as the residuals method that defined sarcopenia
using x-ray absorptiometry to determine both appendicular
lean mass, and fat mass, along with using an individual’s
height. This method differed from previous attempts that
only identified sarcopenia by considering the appendicular
lean mass divided by height squared.[13, 15, 16]
Individuals were classified as sarcopenic if their appendicular lean mass divided by height squared fell into the sexspecific lowest 20% of the index distribution. Appendicular
lean mass was calculated as the sum of lean mass in the
ISSN 1925-4040
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arms and legs, assuming that all nonfat and non-bone tissue
is skeletal muscle.[13]

reduced endocrine function, and neuromuscular denervation
have been implicated in research findings.[1] Numerous agerelated sensory changes have also been documented regardDelmonico and colleagues[13] were also able to show that
ing the incidence of falls including negative changes in reindividuals characterized as sarcopenic by the residuals
sponse to tactile stimuli, decreased acuity of joint position,
method were more likely to show decreased physical perforreduced efficiency in motor planning, and decreased senmance (i.e., gait speed, chair stands, and standing balance)
sory nerve conduction velocity in both median and sural
and self-reported lower performance scores than individuals
nerves.[22] Furthermore, it is important to note that impaired
classified as sarcopenic by only using the appendicular lean
contraction velocity and lower leg power have been shown
mass divided by height squared method. The reason theoto be contributors of poorer functional performance.[22]
rized for the performance difference was that the appendicular lean mass divided by height squared method did not take Environmental versus biological aging are contemporary
into account body composition (i.e., lean body mass and fat topics among healthcare professionals working with an inmass) and wrongly categorized many thin individuals as sar- creasingly older population. Biological aging or chronologicopenic while wrongly identifying overweight individuals cal aging can refer to genetic, cellular, and molecular factors
as not being sarcopenic.[13] Other research has supported and processes that affect the course of aging. Environmenthis notion that the relationship of fat and lean mass has vi- tal aging generally refers to lifestyle factors, including diet,
tal importance to the incidence of functional limitations and exercise, and activity level that can influence the extent of
should be taken into account when objectively defining sar- chronological aging.[23] Arts and colleagues.[20] performed
copenia.[17, 18] The point of demarcation[13] used to classify a longitudinal study that included analyzing muscle size (i.e.
sarcopenia utilizing the residuals method for men was less cross sectional area) over the course of a lifetime that did
than 7.25 kg/ht2 and for women less than 5.67 kg/ht2 (see not provide any lifestyle or exercise intervention. The investigators in the study measured the circumference of both
Table 1).
the biceps brachi and quadriceps femoris. Their findings inTable 1: Cut points for classification of sarcopenia
dicated muscle size peaked between the ages of 25 and 50
Study
Men
Women
years of age, but shortly after the age of 50 years, muscle
Delmonico [12]
7.25 kg/m2
5.67 kg/m2
size decreased and the effects of sarcopenia were realized.
Fiatarone-Singh [13]
9.5 kg/m2
7.0 kg/m2
Their results also demonstrated that the quadriceps muscle
size decreased by 50% in men and 30% in women between
Other researchers have gone on to utilize bioelectrical the age of 40 and 90 years. In addition, the Biceps brachi
impedance assessment (BIA) techniques to extrapolate cut- muscle size was shown to decrease by 30% in men and 20%
points for defining sarcopenia.[14, 19] Fiatarone-Singh and in women during that same period. These findings are valudebilcolleagues[14] used BIA to calculate what they termed skele- able in gaining a greater perspective of the potentially
[20]
itating
process
of
sarcopenia
in
the
life
cycle.
tal mass index (SMI). Skeletal Mass Index was calculated
by dividing whole-body skeletal muscle mass by height in
meters squared. Sarcopenia then was defined as a SMI less
than 9.5 kg/m2 for men and less than 7.0 kg/m2 for women.
This method differs from the Delmonico and colleagues.[13]
Study cited previously that only utilized the appendicular
lean mass method to classify sarcopenia. The use of whole
body skeletal muscle mass in contrast to only upper extremity and lower extremity muscle mass partially explains the
difference in the demarcation points for sarcopenia between
the two studies.

4

Lifestyle, exercise intervention and sarcopenia

Research suggests that strength-training interventions which
address sarcopenia have also been successful in decreasing
the risk of falling in an older population.[23] For example,
exercises that target ankle and hip strength have been shown
to lower the risk of falling as measured by the incidence of
falls among participants three months post-intervention as
determined by functional independence measure scores, and
the Fall Efficacy Scale.[24] Deley and colleagues[25] investi3 Physiological factors in sarcopenia
gated the effects of a one-year aerobic endurance and resisSarcopenia is thought to impact many physiological and tance training program on 40 healthy adults over 70 years
daily functions. The loss of muscle mass, strength and of age. The use of a combined training program which inpower associated with sarcopenia has also been linked to cluded three hours a week of exercise included 24 particincreased incidence of falls among older individuals. Ad- ipants and a control group of 16 participants who did not
ditionally, research suggests that the loss of muscular fit- receive the training program. The findings of this type of
ness may also be attributed to Type II muscle fiber atro- exercise training program study showed that the 24 participhy.[1, 20, 21] Type II muscle fibers are largely responsible for pants involved in the exercise intervention improved in sevmuscular endurance.[12] Some atrophy may be the result of eral measures including strength, aerobic capacity, and field
inactivity but other issues such as reduced protein turnover, test performances.[25]
Published by Sciedu Press
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Iglay and colleagues[26] found that individuals between the
ages of 61 and 86 years old could experience strength gains
between 28%-34% from initial strength values after completing a strength program. An interesting variable that was
also investigated in their study was the use of a protein
enriched diet that was between 112%-150% of the recommended daily protein intake. Iglay and colleagues[27] suggested that the sarcopenic body can also improve body composition parameters in terms of lean muscle mass through
exercise training that is supplemented by a diet with a high
protein intake.

a non-pharmacological approach (i.e. exercise intervention
strategies) that might attenuate or reverse the effects of sarcopenia on the very old (≥80 years old). Sarcopenia may
be an element of the “normal” aging process but limiting
or reducing its potentially deleterious effects can provide
the mounting number of older individuals and the very old
with a higher quality life, functional capacity, and independence for a longer period of time.[6, 8] Studies previously
identified suggest that very old individuals might indeed be
able to benefit from resistance training similar to the way the
younger population benefits from the same kind of training.

Hunter and colleagues[3] advocated low intensity, high velocity contractions at 40% of 1RM on at least one day per
week for older adults participating in resistance training programming to increase muscular power. High velocity contractions were defined in their study as having the participants perform the concentric phase of an exercise as fast as
safely possible. The concentric phase is defined as when
the muscle shortens during the training movement.[12] An
example of a concentric movement is with a biceps curl
exercise, when the weight is lifted through the range of
motion. Signorile[27] suggests that what other investigators
have used “moderately heavy” loads or 30%-50% of maximal lifts to establish higher contractile speeds, or a fast
rate of completion for each repetition. This faster rate was
used to increase the ability of the participants to exert force
quickly, in order to improve the muscular fitness component of power. Theoretically, making older individuals more
powerful might also improve their functional abilities in dynamic daily activities such as rising from a chair or lifting
objects.[27]

Finally, due to the relationship of sarcopenia to chronic disease, nurses should be comfortable in referring patients to
an appropriate healthcare provider trained in prescribing individualized appropriate exercise guidelines for resistance
training. Nurses should also be able to educate their patients on the importance of resistance training and its potential positive impact related to their specific condition. When
performed correctly, utilizing appropriate resistance training sarcopenia might be attenuated, diminishing its effect on
independence, and improving their quality of life and functional capacity.[6, 8]

6

Conclusion

The information in this article illustrates that it is essential
for nurses to understand the importance of exercise, specifically resistance training and the need for it to be appropriately prescribed, hopefully as a primary prevention strategy.
However, it is vital for nurses to educate their patients especially those with sarcopenia about the potential that performing appropriate individualized resistance training can
5 Implications for nursing practice
have on issues related to their condition. If this can be
In individuals less then 80 years of age current research has accomplished successfully there is emerging evidence that
established the efficacy of progressive resistance training as suggests patient outcomes can be improved. In addition
a method to enhance muscle mass and functional capacity. there is robust research that suggests that resistance training
But, in the very old population (≥80 years old) additional can attenuate falls in older individuals, potentially decreasevidence is needed examining intervention techniques like ing morbidity and extending life.
progressive resistance training as a preventative measure for
the risks and issues associated with sarcopenia. A need also Conflicts of Interest Disclosure
exists for this type of research to be completed in order to The author declares that there is no conflict of interest statediscern the safest, most efficacious approach to implement ment.
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